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Brocade at a Glance

Founded in 1995

4,000+ Employees Worldwide

#2 Vendor in Data Center Networking

Headquartered in San Jose, CA

Operating in 148+ Countries

$2+ Billion in Annual Revenue

Leader in Software Networking
Technology Trends Driving Innovation

Wireless Mobility

Data Analytics

Cyber Security

Network-Level Machine Learning
Brocade Security with Machine Learning

Data Stream Fabric
Analysis and Modeling
Visualization
Mitigation

Security Apps
Anomaly Detection
Insider Threat
Data Breach Prevention
Technology Incubation

- Machine Learning
- Security
- Analytics
- Mobility
- Portable OS

- NDN
- MEC
- 5G/NGMN
- ODL/OPNFV
- OpenConfig
- Oasis/TOSCA

- CERN Open Lab
- MIT Enigma
- Stanford P4
- Univ. of Lancaster

- Splunk
- AT&T
- Intel Labs
- Intel Security
- Intel Analytics
- Harris
Skills for the Next Decade

RF Programming  Mathematics  Statistics  Leadership and Interpersonal Skills
Questions?